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About this Report
The research behind this report was conducted by the Sussex Innovation Centre, an incubation hub for high-growth
businesses based at the University of Sussex, on behalf of member company Natterbox.
The research team collected survey responses from more than 100 UK-based micro-multinationals, and conducted in-depth
interviews with senior staff members at four of those businesses to uncover more detailed insights: Engage Partners Ltd,
Translate Media, The Floow and InSkin Media. The team also spoke to two micro-multinationals that launched overseas –
Savedo GmbH of Germany, and ansarada of Australia – to gain a holistic perspective of what is a global trend.
The research was designed to reveal the key markets for international expansion, drivers and challenges associated with
growing businesses overseas, and the role of technology in enabling the trend. Interviews were also conducted with a
Department for International Trade representative, and two directors of UK science parks to further understand the causes of
micro-multinational growth.
For the purposes of this report, we have defined micro-multinationals as any business with between 50-200 employees that
has a physical presence abroad, as opposed to purely online operations. The majority of the companies we spoke to have
internationalised over the past two years.

1 What is a micro-multinational?
For many years, global business operations were the preserve of large corporates, with the logistical infrastructure and
financial backing to efficiently manage their marketing, sales and supply chains across multiple territories. These multinational
corporations generally evolved from large businesses that had become firmly established within a particular territory, before
seeking to replicate their success in new markets abroad.
In recent years, a new trend has been observed; the emergence of the micro-multinational, loosely defined as a small
business that operates internationally. These are often organisations that are ‘born global’ – they have a product or service
idea that has instant global appeal – or they are ‘born on the web’ and leverage internet-based business platforms to
address a global market. What is different today is that you do not need to scale in order to go global. Technology-driven
infrastructure and communications innovations deliver global reach capabilities that were not available to even the largest
organisations a couple of decades ago.

“Today, nimble mid-sized firms are taking on new markets earlier in their business cycle. This audacious expansion is
changing the face of global commerce; challenging bigger, more established players and providing plenty of models for
smaller firms to learn from.”
HSBC report: The Rise of Micro-Multinationals

A MICRO-MULTINATIONAL SUCCESS STORY: DELIVEROO
Deliveroo delivers meals to its customers from quality local restaurants, using an army of cycle and scooter drivers and its
smartphone app. Since it launched in London in February 2013, the service has expanded to 34 cities in the UK and a total
of 55 cities worldwide, in 12 countries. The company employs some 300 people and has been valued at between $350
million and $660 million.
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2 Micro-multinational impact on the economy
Exports accounted for 27.4% of the UK GDP in 2015i, and according to recent data from industry analysts IHS Markitii, the
UK economy is currently contracting at its steepest pace since early 2009, at the height of the global financial crisis. This
contraction, driven by rapidly falling outputs in the services and manufacturing sectors, suggests that small businesses
relying solely on the domestic economy are not setting themselves up for success.
With growth more likely to come from international markets, micro-multinationals are better placed to weather any
continuation of this slowdown. It not only makes sense to go international, but will help boost employment rates, production,
revenue and economic growth. This in turn could benefit business growth in the UK, in a virtuous circle.
The micro-multinational is becoming a significant factor in the shape of international business, disrupting markets, challenging
incumbent suppliers and contributing to economies. For the UK, this new breed of smaller businesses with global reach are
fast becoming a vital part of the economy, particularly by driving exports.

“Exporting is a proven route to business growth. Economic research consistently shows companies who export to any
country, in any financial climate, perform better than those who don’t. Now is the time for UK businesses to take the step
on their global journey.”
Carolyn Bentley, International Trade Adviser, Department for International Trade

The export potential for small business has been recognised by the Government; the previous administration set a target
to create 100,000 new exporters by 2020iii, an initiative that is being carried forward by the current Government.

90%
SMEs account for about 90% of
businesses and more than 50% of
employment worldwide
(IFC, 2012)

40%

83%

In the UK, 40% of
micro-multinationals have
opened offices in new
markets in the last five years

83% of small to mid-sized
businesses cite overseas
expansion as their
top priority

(FedEx, 2015)

(Radius Global, 2013)

The roster of SMEs
generating more than 40% of
revenue outside their home country
will have increased by 66% by 2016
(Oxford Economics, 2013)

66%
SME BUSINESS IMPACT

SME BUSINESS IMPACT
(iv)
(iv)
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3 Accelerating the micro-multinational trend
It is clear from the statistics above that businesses have started to think about operating internationally much earlier in their
lifecycle. But what are the major factors behind this shift?
A small business has the ability to create and bring innovations to market with far more agility than an often bureaucracyladen larger organisation. Increased globalisation and homogeneity of product and service markets mean that an
organisation’s products are more likely to address international market needs.

“No new business is worth starting in these times unless it can go global.”
Sir Richard Branson, Founder, Virgin Group

Historically, a barrier to market entry for a small business was the ability to acquire and service customers in international markets.
This depended on building a local presence which needed investment and took time, both of which are challenging for a small
business. Technology is helping to remove this barrier. Virtual infrastructures and an efficiently connected global business
environment enable the effective and rapid creation of the physical or virtual local presences required to find and service customers.
Another factor that has helped to accelerate the capabilities of early-stage businesses is the recent emergence of a global
innovation network, supported by the launch of interconnected science parks and innovation centres around the world. In the
UK alone there are more than 100 such innovation centres, each with its own network of contacts and facilities overseas.
Keith Purdie from Colworth Park, home to Unilever’s R&D facility since 1947, said that the entrepreneurial environment can
enable businesses to go international because it “puts them close to people that have already had success in growing outside
the UK, which gives them ambition as they realise the potential they have”. Monika Radclyffe, Director of the SETsquared
incubator in Bristol, said that part of the support they offer is to “put people in touch with others who have done business in
that country before” because it is important “to understand the local market and culture and way of doing business”.

4 Key international markets for micro-multinationals
73% of respondents planned to open one or more new international offices over the next 2 years. This is in line with the
77% that expect international business to grow faster than domestic. In the latest Voice of Small Business Index published
by the Federation of Small Businessv, 58% of UK small businesses reported that the domestic economy is a barrier to
achieving their growth aspirations.

73%

73% of
respondents
plan to
open 1 or
more new
international
offices over the
next 2 years

73% of respondents plan to
open 1 or more new international
offices over the next 2 years
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The majority of micro-multinationals that took part in this research have either expanded or intend to expand into Western
Europe, with Germany being their first country of choice. Germany has a strong domestic consumer market with a resilient
economy and a population of 81.5 million, English is widely spoken and accepted as a business language, and the country
also acts as a gateway to the technical skills and comparatively lower labour costs of Eastern Europe.
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While Western Europe is still the UK’s biggest trading partner, in the immediate aftermath of the EU referendum the future
remains uncertain. The trading relationship with the EU and the negotiation of trade agreements for access to non-EU
markets will impact competitiveness and bureaucracy but there is no clarity on how much. The prevailing feeling from
business is caution in the face of this uncertainty. For the time being, however, micro-multinationals do not seem to be
inhibited from expanding
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HIGHEST PRIORITY REGION FOR BUSINESS EXPANSION
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Asia-Pacific was the second most chosen region for multinational expansion plans, showing China, Singapore and Indonesia
as promising emerging markets. North America also remains a popular destination for UK businesses – probably due to the
perceived lack of language barriers – but remains just behind the Asia-Pacific region. More mature micro-multinationals may
have already invested in North America, and recognise that heading eastwards represents a more fruitful opportunity for growth.

“In order to grow the business, we had to look internationally... Obviously the UK is now quite big, and we’re reaching
the upper limit. Growth will be a lot quicker out here.”
Toby Daniell, Head of Sales, MENA, InSkin Media
An advertising technology business, which develops high-impact, non-intrusive brand advertising formats

5 Key challenges for micro-multinational growth
Needless to say, micro-multinationals in the process of expansion ranked customer acquisition as their number one driver
for growth. A larger customer base drives sales and directly affects the bottom line.
Technology infrastructure was ranked in 2nd place with recruitment close behind, both being highly rated as a growth barrier.
For organisations that are expanding it may be expected that recruitment would be the more critical factor, organisations
need to populate their new sales offices with local skilled staff to sell to and service customers. Immersion in the local culture
and language, as well as role-specific skills, are required for this to be a success.
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However, with technology being universally cited as a key enabler to the micro-multinational, it is perhaps no surprise that
the criticality of technology infrastructure is rated so highly. For some organisations, technology infrastructure doesn’t just
support their internal organisation, it is the channel through which their service is delivered to customers, therefore the
dependence is literally business critical.

“A lot of the clients we wanted to target were global so it was always part of the strategy to cover all the time-zones.”
Matt Train, Head of Strategy & Operations, Translate Media
International translation agency

“We do tend to get high value individuals in different countries to lead on prospect generation.”
Sam Chapman, Chief Innovation Officer, The Floow
Advanced vehicle telematics systems

“All the infrastructure and telecommunications makes it a lot more cost-effective than it used to be... the environment
now is much more set up for you to be able to do it.”
Matt Train, Head of Strategy & Operations, Translate Media

6 How technology has enabled micro-multinationals
Successfully scaling any business depends on the ability to cost-effectively and efficiently replicate sales and service delivery
infrastructure. Historically, multinational companies would have needed a physical presence in each new country or territory
they moved into.
The development of infrastructure technologies has made it possible for smaller businesses to achieve global coverage with
a reduced physical and in some cases a completely virtual presence. For a micro-multinational, this low cost, rapid expansion
capability is a driver for their expansion objectives.

“Primarily, we think the advent of new technology makes it significantly easier for us to scale... we can deploy and operate
our systems from the UK, we don’t have to have physical presence on the ground.”
Sam Chapman, Chief Innovation Officer, The Floow

“The old advertising model would be that you’d have to have an office in each market in order to do business there, and
that’s absolutely not the case now... I’ve really seen the advantage that technology has made.”
Toby Daniell, Head of Sales, MENA, InSkin Media
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Centralised global applications for communications, information and process management including CRM, telephony and
email reduces the barriers to deploying a local presence – either physical or virtual. Organisations can quickly deploy staff
in remote offices with complete system and process support. In addition, it is possible to create a virtual presence with
communications facilities, providing a ‘local’ feel to customers and partners, without having a physical presence.

“Technologies like Skype, or other enterprise conference products, have allowed cost-effective global communications for
small business… it was only affordable to large enterprises in the past.”
Tim Shuttleworth, Product Manager, ansarada
Virtual data rooms for mergers and acquisitions

7 What are the most important technologies for
micro-multinationals?
Unsurprisingly, respondents cited email as the most important technology for their business. Email is still the ubiquitous
business communication channel due to its low cost, immediacy, record keeping and interoperability at a global scale.
A good match for the needs of the micro-multinational.
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Next most vital were Customer Relationship Management (CRM) tools. Complementing this was the high degree of
CRM penetration - 57% of those surveyed use CRM software, while a further 24% have plans to deploy it.
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By comparison, CRM penetration across all businesses is much lower with market leader Salesforce having just 6% of the total
addressable market for CRM in their key markets. This significantly greater penetration can be ascribed to the micro-multinational
characteristics – customer acquisition being critical as described earlier – and greater reliance on technology to automate and scale
sales processes as well as addressing international markets. All powerful drivers for CRM to deliver significant value.
Equal to CRM was telephony. It may come as a surprise that supposedly ‘old-school’ telephony infrastructure ranked
ahead of more fashionable technologies such as social media. But telephony is still considered vital because of the personal
experience it delivers in situations that complement other communications channels. The website may be an organisation’s
shop window, email a transactional communications channel - but when it comes to trust, relationship building and delivering
a high quality communications experience, many organisations still need to talk. For a small business building trusted
communications with employees, partners and customers across the globe, this is critical.

“When a customer phones... they feel like they’re being spoken to by a native language speaker from their country.
It’s a personalised, high valued relationship that we have with our customers.”
Bernard O’Flynn, Chief Technology Officer, Savedo GmbH
Online financial marketplace

“A lot of it now comes down to who [clients] feel they can work with on a day-to-day basis... So the telephone is crucial
to that service, because it builds a relationship much better than otherwise.”
Matt Train, Head of Strategy & Operations, Translate Media

8 Micro-multinationals’ expectations from
telephony & CRM
There are two clear elements of telephony requirements uncovered by the research. Most important was the delivery of a
high quality experience when a customer calls. This correlates with the customer acquisition imperative so is not a surprise.
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Next was the consistency of telephony functionality and availability across offices. Again, the nature of the micromultinational’s international aspect and technology infrastructure reliance make this an expected response. A micromultinational wants to deliver a consistent global customer telephony experience. In addition, practical aspects like being
able to present a local phone number when the organisation has no local office help to build a consistent localised presence.
Many of the respondents have chosen to integrate their CRM and telephony systems. Micro-multinationals clearly recognise
the business value for both systems that integration brings. Telephony adds more points of customer information capture and
drives effective adoption of CRM. CRM enhances call routing, call efficiency and effectiveness to telephony systems.

“The telephone is what our sales team use as their primary tool, and we now get a lot of benefits from the integration
to our Salesforce CRM system.”
David Sinclair, Head of IT, Engage Partners Ltd
International recruitment agency
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The research shows that there are mix of approaches to the way that micro-multinationals are implementing international
telephony. A single cloud-based approach, in parallel to the most common CRM deployment, would seem to be the
logical method.
The interviews show that there appears to be a trend in this direction, with the early-stage companies surveyed adopting
a more global approach from the start.
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“The way all our IT and telephone systems are set up is quite flexible and scalable. Everything’s cloud-hosted now...
so expanding that to other regions is fairly straightforward.”
David Sinclair, Head of IT, Engage Partners Ltd

“We’re a high-growth company, people tend to only stay at a fixed desk for about 6 weeks before teams evolve or grow…
therefore we need to keep the communications channels fluid – so if people contact us, they still get through to the right
people...The only sensible way of provisioning IT given this dynamic nature has to be cloud-based for us.”
Sam Chapman, Chief Innovation Officer, The Floow

9 Conclusion
The micro multinational is key component of UK business and a significant driver of innovation, growth and exports.
In 2016, many SMEs have global ambitions from the start of their existence and the research shows that expansion is a
priority. Government policy has recognised the economic benefits and has an ambitious target to create new exporters
over the next few years.
The previous age of globalisation came to be associated with the rise of ‘mega-corporations’, able to offer uniformity of
service and product together with economies of scale across multiple markets, but still reliant on a business model defined
by a physical presence. We are now entering a new era, with those same global markets serviced by a rapidly expanding
sector comprised of smaller, more agile companies.
As well as challenging the established players, these micro-multinationals are creating the opportunity to redefine
their industries, by virtue of taking new models and business practices to a global audience much faster than was
previously possible. Technology is a key enabler of this process, both as a vehicle to deliver products and services,
and in creating the infrastructure to find and service customers in international markets. In particular, the communications
technologies that underpin relationships between citizens of our global village have become essential to the way we
do business.
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ABOUT NATTERBOX
Natterbox launched in 2010 to solve business telephony issues and bring voice into the digitised customer experience
through a global cloud telephony service that captures and integrates voice into customer processes and CRM systems.
Over 500 organisations in over 40 countries rely on Natterbox to set new standards in customer experience to drive
measurable increases in sales and service efficiency, competitive advantage and organisational success. Customers include
Groupon, Rakuten and Legal & General.

ABOUT SUSSEX INNOVATION
Sussex Innovation is a network of business incubation hubs for entrepreneurs, start-ups and innovative growing companies.
The organisation, which is wholly owned by the University of Sussex, supports more than 200 high-growth potential
companies across the South East, providing strategic advice, a willing business support team and flexible, professional
office space.
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